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Database concurrency control is evolving to parallelize well on
machines with many cores. Some researchers advocate viewing a
multicore machine as a shared-nothing distributed system, where
data is exclusively partitioned between cores [8]. This approach
breaks down for changing workloads or workloads that do not par-
tition well. In the meantime, other systems have shown that concur-
rency control need not be too expensive. We advocate scheduling
transactions according to workload characteristics in order to ad-
dress the problems that arise with true data contention.

In a shared-nothing main-memory database, transactions use a
single-threaded execution model [4]. This technique eliminates the
need for synchronization protocols like locking or validating for all
transactions which only touch data on a single partition. Many sys-
tems use this approach on multicore machines, with a partition per
core [6–8]. This technique is effective when a workload partitions
perfectly, potentially providing 30% gains over a database which
uses concurrency control [10]. Unfortunately, this strategy suffers
from many serious drawbacks with more general workloads:

Load imbalances. If a single core becomes overloaded, overall
throughput suffers. Solutions have been suggested that re-partition
data on the fly, but this can be expensive if it must happen often.
Data like popular stocks, news articles, and frequently used search
terms are constantly changing with time. The monitoring and data
movement associated with workloads that change frequently can be
very costly.

Badly partitioning workloads. Many important workloads on
the Web do not partition well. Facebook and Twitter store data
based on a two-way follows relationship, and Google’s ad serv-
ing framework requires keeping track of ad campaigns by cus-
tomer and by keyword, which is also a many-to-many relationship.
These types of applications will have a significant number of multi-
partition transactions given any partitioning, requiring a protocol
like two-phase commit or timestamp ordering [1, 9]. Two-phase
commit is expensive due to the required rounds of communica-
tion and stalls on cores. Timestamp ordering can cause stalls when
a transaction has to wait for a slower one assigned earlier in the
timestamp ordering. Even in workloads that mostly partition, the
cost of executing multi-partition transactions can be so high that it
overwhelms the cost of executing single partition transactions [2].

A soft partitioning approach using shared memory provides more
flexibility. Instead of exclusive access to partitions, each core has
“preferred” data partitions, and uses concurrency control. Transac-
tions on a single soft partition are mostly sent to the same core, re-
ducing the potential for conflicts. However, any core is able to cor-
rectly handle any transaction since all use concurrency control. Sys-
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tems like Silo and Hekaton have shown that a soft partitioning ap-
proach can get very good performance, achieving millions of trans-
actions per second on up to 32 and 24 cores, respectively [3, 10].
A big new challenge lies in using a good strategy depending on
a workload’s characteristics, and extracting whatever concurrency
can be had when there is contention.

We have an approach which, for some operations, parallelizes
contentious writes on many cores [5]. This technique can schedule
transactions into phases according to their properties; in workloads
with many contending writes, reads are delayed in order to perform
writes in parallel. We are investigating potential extensions to phase
scheduling, for example, in a workload which partitions well, data
can be marked as strictly partitioned (owned by a single core), and
cross-partition transactions can be delayed until concurrency con-
trol is used again.

Modern multicore hardware provides cache coherence whether
we want it or not, so instead of building systems which reimple-
ment cache coherence via communication, we should leverage it.
Phase scheduling transactions lets a database benefit from different
concurrency control techniques depending on the workload.
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